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Philip Stopforth
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You can reach the committee easily via email - individual 
email addresses are listed above, and you can contact the whole 
committee using:
• contact@scalemodelswellington.org.nz

About us
Connections is the monthly newsletter of Scale Models 
Wellington IPMS Incorporated. Scale Models Wellington 
is a society for model-makers of all types from the Greater 
Wellington area and elsewhere in the country.

We welcome new members - drop us a line using the email 
address opposite, or come along to a meeting if you’re interested.

We meet on the last Wednesday of every month except December, 
at the Johnsonville Community Centre Trust Room, upstairs on 
Moorefield Road, Johnsonville. Meetings start at 7.30pm and 
finish around 9.30pm.

Find us online
• scalemodelswellington.org.nz

• facebook.com/groups/scalemodelswellington

Contributions
We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please 
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:

• editor@scalemodelswellington.org.nz
The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second 
Tuesday of the same month.

Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t 
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit 
your sources for text, data and images.

Please make sure you have permission to use any images which 
you do not own.
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Club DAtes
Events calendar
29 August - Club night and BSK judging

26 September - Quiz night

31 October - Speed Build – Fokker D.21’s & distance throw 
competition

(date TBC) November - Club Championships

28 November - final 2018 meeting and Club prizegiving

From The Editor
So this month it was a toss up between getting the newsletter 
out and finishing a BSK entry... or at least that’s what I thought 
until I realised that the August meeting as not last week as I had 
thought.  As you are all aware from the newsletter issue dates 
timekeeping has never been my strong suit!

Unfortunately I don’t have images from the last Club night 
(which we will rectify in future), but there’s no shortage of 
material this month thanks to Will V and Mike R.  Enjoy!

Aaron

Editor

Back cover:   Club membership form
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Club NEws 
Subs Reminder - Now Urgent!

Subs are due, and members must be fully paid up to be eligible 
for Club events (like the upcoming BSK).  A membership form 
is included in this edition, including the new (reduced) subs for 
this year.

Club Champs

The Club champs will be held on either Sunday 4 November 
or Sunday 18 November .  Date is to be confirmed, but will be 
chosen so as not to conflict with the Nationals which are on the 
weekend of 11 November.  There is also some doubt as to the 
venue - possibilities are the Petone Working Men’s Club (i.e. 
last year’s venue) or possibly the Paparangi Scout Hall.

BSK Judging & Free Food!

From our President:  The August Club meeting is BSK judging 
night and as such the club will be putting on some extra eats 
(over and above the usual tea, coffee and bikkies) to mark the 
occasion. Hope to see you all there with your BSK entries!

Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the 
rules of Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated. The editor reserves the right not to publish material which may bring Scale 
Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into disrepute, and may edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous, abusive or offensive 
material will not be published.  Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the source and author are acknowledged.

Club Venue

When? 
Last Wednesday of each month at 19.30.

All meetings for 2018 will be at the new location.

Where? 
Trust Room at the Johnsonville Community Centre, 3 
Frankmore Avenue, Johnsonville.

How do I get there? 
Exit SH1 north- or south-bound at Johnsonville and once 
you get to the main roundabout turn down Moorefield Road. 
The Community Centre will be on your right, and you can 
get to the Trust Room from the Moorefield Road entrance.

Car parking? 
Parking is available around the Community Centre building, 
on Frankmoore Avenue and Moorefield Road. Additional 
parking can be found across Moorefield Road by Johnsonville 
railway station and in the Mall car-park.

Room location? 
Enter the Community hall from the Southern Entrance on 
Moorefield Road, then take the stairs up to the Trust Room. 
There’s also a lift available.

Facilities? 
There will be tables and chairs, and we will be able to provide 
the usual tea and coffee.  Home baking is very welcome!
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Juniors News

Hi Juniors! 

Thanks to those that were able to attend the delayed Juniors 
session last weekend. By the looks of it, most of you are on 
track to complete your BSK builds. Please remember that at 
the end of next month’s session judging and prizegiving will 
take place. We will finish up 15-20 minutes earlier to do this. 
So, any final touches can be completed at the session if need 
be. I will send out an email closer to our session letting your 
parents know that they are welcome to attend the prizegiving. 
For BSK prizes I will be handing out the car kits that were 
kindly donated to us by Steve Holgate. We will attempt a Car 
Group build at the following juniors’ session. By the comments 
I have heard, it will be the first time so many car kits will be 
built at once during a junior’s modelling session. I may even 
pull a car kit out of my stash if I can find one and join in! I am 
sure all of us will be asking Paul questions along the way, as 
you all know Paul is a great car modeller. 

As you all would have noticed that Jayden and Cordell’s cousin 
Vinette from South Africa has joined in the last few sessions 
and she will be signing up with the Juniors. So welcome 
aboard Vinette! 

List of junior modelers for the combined session: Fergal, 
Nevan, Harrison, Madeline, Connor, Samuel, Vinette, Jayden 
and Cordell. 

If I’ve missed anyone or if you would like bring a new member 
along, PLEASE let me know by the Friday night before the 
Saturday session. Please remember that our helpers all give up 
their Saturday afternoons to help out so please make sure you 
attend as many sessions as you can. Looking forward to seeing 
all of you on the 8th September. 

Dave 

juniors@wellingtonscalemodels.org.nz
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Takom
1/16 IJA Type 94 Tankette
1/16 IJA Type 94 Tankette Late Production
1/35 Bandvagn BV206S
1/35 Panther A Mid-Late Production (full interior)
1/35 M3 Lee (mid)
1/35 Bergepanther Ausf. D (full interior)
1/35 Bergepanther Ausf. A (Demag - full interior)
1/35 Soviet Heavy Tank SMK
1/35 M60A1 w/ERA
1/35 M3A1 Lee
1/35 M3A1 Lee CDL
1/35 Hanomag V-2 Meillerwagen

On the Shelves
Thanks to Robert at Treveor Bringans and Tracy at Hold-
sworth and Sons for their updates this month.

Academy
1/48 USMC F-4B/N “Gray Ghosts”
1/48 USN SB2U-3 “Battle of Midway”
1/48 Messerschmitt Bf109G-6/G-2 “JG27”
1/48 Focke-Wulf  Ta183 Huckebein
1/48 USN SBD-5 “Battle of the Philippine Sea”
1/72  USN F-8E VF-162 ‘The Hunters’
1/72  USAF F-16C
1/72  USN F/A-18E VF142 ‘Pukin Dogs’
1/72  USN FH-3 VF-41 ‘Black Aces’
1/72  USMC F-4J ‘VMFA-232 Red Devils’
1/72  USN F/A-18C VFA-192 Golden Dragons
1/72  USAF F-15E 333rd Fighter Squadron
1/72  F-8P Crusader “French Navy Special”
1/35 M1151 Enhanced Armament Carrier
1/35 M60A2 US Army “Patton”
1/35 M36/M36B2 “Battle of the Bulge”
1/35 German T-34/76 747(r)
1/35 USSR T-34/76 No.183 Factory
1/35 German Panzer IV Ausf. H
1/700  RMS Titanic LED set
1/35 Finnish Army K9FN Moukari
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Background

It was cold in Northland over 
the end of Autumn and start 

of Winter, and I mostly spent my 
modelling time building things in 
the warm in front of the telly rather 
than painting them in the icy cold 
of my office. Typical winter activity 
really, but I do enjoy it.

Part of that building process was a 
small group of Games Workshop’s 
Necron figures. The Necrons are 
a race of ancient warrior robots, 
burning with anger about being tricked out of their flesh 
and blood bodies through a badly thought out deal with 
malicious gods. The usual sort of thing. They’re clearly 
influenced by a mixture of Terminator and Stargate, but 
I think that’s quite endearing. I’ve had a few in my stash 
for a while and decided to build them up for paint – being 
largely one material they’re open to some quite economical 
painting techniques.

The troops (1) are called Immortals, which are a bit tougher 
and nastier looking than the basic warriors, and the larger 
robot snake-prawns are Wraiths (2), which are probably 
the best models in the entire range.

Assembly

I built them up following the instructions, leaving the 
Wraiths in sub-assemblies of base and tail, thorax, 

neck, carapace and head (3). To keep track of all of these I 
painted coloured dots in areas where they wouldn’t be seen.

The Immortals were in simpler assemblies of base and legs, 

and everything else. I was going to leave the heads separate 
at first but ended up gluing them in place. The separate 
body still makes it easy to paint the reverse sides of the 
guns, which is otherwise a real chore. I drilled out body 
and legs for a paperclip pin to make the join a bit stronger, 
and give me something to mount the torso on for 

painting.

Before priming I covered the bases with a mix of sand and 
grit, plus some sliced up pentagonal sprue arranged to look 
like a cheap Giant’s Causeway – ideal for an alien desert.

Basic metal layers

I primed everything in Alclad Black (4) and sprayed a 
layer of Alclad Gunmetal with highlights of Duralumin 

and a global highlight of Pale Burnt Metal misted on from 
above. I also added a heavy shadow of Hotmetal 

Blue from below. 

Once that was dry I washed everything heavily with 
Citadel Naggaroth Night, which is a very dark blue-black 
shade, drybrushed with Necron Compound (a bright 
silver) and a little Auric Armour Gold to pick up the Pale 
Burnt Metal highlights.

And just like that, the quick and easy part was 
over.

Green carapace

After a failed experiment 
with tan, I blocked 

in the carapace areas with 
Citadel Ionrach Skin (5), 
which is very close to IJN 
grey-green, a colour that I 
absolutely love. It took three 

Ancient Angry Robots! thin coats to cover the metal, and I rubbed it down with a 
2000 grit sponge afterwards since I found some “bits” in 

the finish.

Over that I applied a heavy 
wash of Athonian Camoshade 
(greeny-brown) and used 
Ionrach Skin glazes to smooth 
out the result (6). I highlighted 
the edges with Deepkin Flesh 
and finally white acrylic ink 
f r o m 

Schminke.

That lost some of the green hue which 
I’d rather liked, so I added about three 
glazes of Waywatcher Green let down 
with Citadel’s medium rather than 
water. That restored the minty tone 
quite nicely (7). I re-applied some very 
fine white highlights afterwards to 
boost the contrast a bit.

Red faces and scary eyes

These were painted with Khorne Red, which is a cool 
dark red and covers quite well – two thin coats were 

plenty. I shaded around the eyes with a mix of Khorne 
Red and black, and used Wild Rider Red and Fire Dragon 

Bright (both oranges) to 
highlight the very edges 
of the face.

The Immortal eyes were 
surprisingly easy to paint. 
I filled in the sockets 
with Fire Dragon Bright, 
painted the moulded 
pupils with the very pale 
Lugganath Orange, and 
then flooded the entire 
eye with Bloodletter, a 
very strong red glaze. 
Once that was dry I 
dotted the pupils with 
white ink (8). 

The contrast between 
the hot red and the 
black shading around 
the eye gives them quite 

a convincing glow for little 
effort.

For the Wraiths, I went 
for more of a HAL-
9000 camera eye (9), with 
small concentric dots of 
orange and yellow inside a 
black sphere, and a white 
catchlight.

Weapons

I wanted some bright spots on these as well, and painted 
them matt black to give a really solid background to 

work over. The cores of the glowing area then had to be 
coated in white, for which I used the acrylic ink again as 
it’s very smooth and opaque.

I built up the orange using the same paints as the eyes, 
and glazes of red and yellow to get the right hue. Rather 
than spraying the “glow” around, I tried to brighten only 
areas that the light would fall on directly. It’s not especially 
realistic, but it looks quite cool.

The less exciting black bits had some edge highlights of 
Mechanicus Standard Grey and white, and the hoses were 
painted similarly. I found it difficult to get well-formed 
highlights on the hoses and there was quite a lot of toing 
and froing with the base colour re-shaping them.

Copper and gold

I finished the weapon 
nozzles on the 

Immortals and the 
legs of the Wraiths in 
copper. I tried several 
options including Vallejo 
liquid metal and copper 
pigment, but ended up 
getting the best result 
with the Citadel metallic. 
These tend to split and 
have rather large flake, 
but they do blend very 
nicely and they have very 
pure copper colours. If there’s any hint of silver in copper 
it ends up looking like a different metal.

I based the copper in Screaming Bell and washed it with 
a mixture of Reikland Fleshshade (red-brown) and Agrax 
Earthshade (black-brown). I then highlighted the edges 
with Screaming Bell again and a fine highlight of Hashut 

Copper, and added a little verdigris with Agrax mixed 
with Nihilahk Oxide – a thin yet opaque teal colour (10).

The gold details on the Wraiths (11) are a Reikland 
Fleshshade wash over the silver, with stippled highlights 
of Retributor Armour (warm gold) and Vallejo liquid 
metal old gold.

Bases  

Will Vale The grit is Rakarth Flesh and Zandri Dust (pale 
browns) with Gryphonne Sepia and Reikland 

Fleshshade washes and a drybrush of Screaming Skull 
(cream) and a little Pallid Wych Flesh (very pale pink). 
Easy to do but quite effective.  

I picked out the black stone details in Mechanicus 
Standard Grey with washes of Nuln Oil (black) and edge 
highlights of Celestra Grey (blue-grey) and Schminke 
white ink. I finished by washing it with Naggaroth Night 
and Asurmen Purple washes to give a hint of scintillation 
and filled in the base edges with Steel Legion Drab. 

Conclusion

Last of all I misted a little Zandri Dust onto the feet and 
tails of the models to tie them into the basing, added 

a few grass tufts, and varnished all the non-metal areas 
including the bases with Alclad Klear Kote Flat. The sub-
assemblies almost clipped together thanks to the pins and 
some careful trimming of the alignment pegs, but I took 
care to scrape off some paint on the mating surfaces and 
use a little medium CA to hold them together properly.

It all sounds fiddly (and some of it was) but these were 
still pretty easy to paint compared to other factions in the 
Warhammer 40K universe, thanks largely to the well-
defined shapes and large areas of “skeleton” which look 
good with a simple paint treatment.  I think I had all eight 
painted up within the month of June, with the larger and 
fiddlier Wraiths taking the lions’s share of that time. 

I’ve started building more Necrons already, but have been 
distracted by an army of ghosts and of course the BSK!
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Background

Their Lordships at The Admiralty had cast envious eyes over 
the Spitfire from the moment the type entered service with the 
RAF in late 1938. After spending over two decades chafing 
under the control of the RAF and the Air Ministry, both of 
which were largely indifferent to the needs of naval aviation, the 
Royal Navy’s Fleet Air Arm finally regained its independence 
in the late 1930s. At that time, its most modern aircraft was 

the Blackburn Skua, a compromised design that nonetheless 
provided good service to the FAA in the first years of WW2 and 
deserves a better reputation than the type has today.

(By contrast, the Blackburn Roc, a dead-end turret-fighter 
offshoot of the Skua, entirely deserves its poor reputation!)

All other frontline types were biplanes, with the standouts being 
the Fairey Swordfish and Gloster Sea Gladiator.

The first modern fighter to enter Fleet service was the Sea 
Hurricane, which was to give sterling service during the war 
- but what the Admiralty really wanted was a naval version of 
Reginald Mitchell’s elegant fighter....

Because of the urgent needs of the RAF, the Admiralty was to be 
denied a “Sea Spitfire” (soon abbreviated to the more evocative 
“Seafire”) until early 1942, when Spitfire Mk.Vb BL676 was 
sent to the Aircraft & Armament Experimental Establishment 
(A&AEE) at Boscombe Down. Named “Bondowoso” this 
aircraft became the first to be converted to a “Hooked Spitfire” 
with the addition of an A-frame arrester hook. Eventually 
re-serialled as MB328, she would be converted to full Seafire 
Mk.Ib standard. She would be the first of around 2400 Seafires 
of all marks to enter Fleet service.

All Seafire Mk.Ib aircraft were conversions of existing Spitfire 
Mk.Vbs; the conversion itself consisting of the addition of a 
6-foot long A-frame arrester hook faired into the rear fuselage 
undersides, the addition of internal slinging points in the rear 
fuselage to enable the aircraft to be safely craned aboard aircraft 
carriers and lastly, the addition of naval high frequency radio 

equipment. Around 160 Spitfire Mk.Vb’s were thus converted 
to Seafire Mk.Ib standard – each aircraft being re-serialled in 
the process.

It quickly became apparent that the Seafire was a rather fragile 
thing, The narrow-track undercarriage was never really up to the 
stress of deck landings in particular – many a Seafire over the 
years would suffer a collapsed undercarriage after a hard landing 
– and it was also discovered (the hard way...) that if the hook 

missed the wire on landing, it could on occasion violently bounce 
back up and buckle the rear fuselage, resulting the aircraft being 
written-off.

The first “proper” Seafire would be the Seafire Mk.IIc, which was 
a beefed-up adaption of the Spitfire Mk.Vc, but built from the 
start as a Seafire, rather than a conversion from existing Spitfire 
airframes.

The first Seafire Mk.Ibs arrived on 807 Naval Air Squadron 
(NAS) for training in July 1942 as the squadron formed up on 
Seafire Mk.IIc’s. Only one unit, 801 NAS would be entirely 
equipped with Seafire Mk.Ibs and this squadron formed on the 
type in September 1942.

The Seafire Mk.Ib would see service with both the Home and 
Mediterranean fleets, most notably taking part in Operation 
Torch, the Anglo-American landings in Vichy French North 
Africa, the first major operation in which Seafires took part. 
Other squadrons would also fly the Seafire Mk.Ib alongside 
the Seafire Mk.IIc and the type would linger into 1944, with 
raids against the battleship Tirpitz in 1944 being the last major 
operations in which it took part.

The kit

Like the real thing (!) Hasegawa’s 1/48th scale Seafire Mk.Ib is 
a conversion of an existing kit – in this case, their 1/48th scale 
Spitfire Mk.Vb which has been around for quite some time – 
and always seems to be in the shadows of its contemporary the 

First of the Few – HAsegawa 1/48 Seafire Mk.IB Tamiya Spitfire Mk.Vb and now the much 
newer Airfix kit of the same aircraft.

The Hasegawa kit is a pretty tidy effort, with 
somewhat more finesse to it than either the 
Tamiya or Airfix offerings and builds into 
a respectable replica with little effort. This 
reissue in the guise of a Seafire Mk.Ib is the 
base Spitfire Mk.Vb kit with new markings 
and a resin A-frame arrester hook added. 
Also included is a sprue for the butt-ugly 
Vokes sand filter that more than a few (but 
not all!) Seafire Ibs were fitted with. 

The markings cover two variations for a 
Seafire of 885 Naval Air Squadron. The first 
is MB345 (an ex-Westland built Spitfire 
Mk.Vb AR445) “K” or “06-K”. The finish 
is the standard Temperate Sea Scheme of 
Extra Dark Sea Grey and Dark Slate Grey 
over Sky with Sky codes, Night (black) 
serials and standard roundels and fin flashes. 
The second more exotic scheme is for Seafire MB340 (originally 
a Castle Bromwich built Spitfire BL689) of the Royal Navy Air 
Section, Port Reitz, Mombasa, Kenya in late 1944. This disarmed 
Seafire was finished in overall Royal Blue with a white lightning 
bolt stripe down each side of the fuselage. The roundels and 
fin flashes were Roundel Blue and “India White” which was a 
pale blue (!) four parts white to one part of roundel blue…. A 
seriously tempting option – but I behaved and stuck with the 
885 NAS options – another time maybe!! 

Construction is pretty straightforward, with of course allowance 
being made for the installation of that A-frame arrester hook. As 
mentioned earlier, this is a resin affair, with the hook well, hook 
and actuator arm. One can assemble the hook fully retracted or 
lowered – I opted for the latter for a bit of added interest. The 
interior was finished in the standard British grey-green, with a 
red/brown “Bakelite” seat that has a harness made from lead foil. 

Black instrument panel and other details. 

The only issue I had was cutting away the lower rear fuselage 
halves to insert and blend the resin arrester hook well. Once this 
was done, the A-frame hook and its actuator arm were installed 
and along with the undercarriage (sans wheels) and the model 
was ready for some paint. 

I used my usual Xtracolour enamels for this job; Sky undersides 
with Extra Dark Sea Grey and Dark Slate Grey up top. Tamiya 
tape, a sharp blade and some choice words were used to get a 
hard edge to the camouflage. 

As mentioned above, there are two variations for MB345; she 
originally just carried the individual code letter “K” but was 
subsequently given a full squadron code of “06-K” and, for some 
reason, the Vokes filter was completely painted in Dark Slate 
Grey. The other variation is the amount of wear and tear on the 

Mike Regan

paintwork – a bit scruffy when she was 
just “K” and much more so by the time 
she became “06-K”! 

I used the kit decals (gasp!) instead of 
aftermarket for a change; they are quite 
thin and the colours are good – not 
what one normally expects to see from 
Hasegawa, I know.  Once the decals had 
set and dried, Testors Dullcote sealed 
the deal. 

These days, it’s possible to build every 
major mark of the Seafire family; the 
WW2 Merlin Seafires and the post-
war Griffon Seafires, even the obscure 
Seafire F.45 can be had, courtesy of 
Planet Models. 

I find the Seafire family to be quite fascinating – the type served 
everywhere that the Royal Navy went in WW2 and continued 
that service into Malaya (operation Firedog) and over the 
Korean Peninsula during the opening months of the Korean 
War. Also add in operators such as France, Ireland and Burma 
for some exotic variations!
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Membership 2018 - 2019
Please ensure details are legible

 New Member

 Returning Member Membership No.

Name Phone

Address Mobile

Suburb/Town Postcode

Email

What activities would you like to see at club nights ?

* Family 2 or more Send cheque with payment to
from the same family The Treasurer

Subscriptions Scale Models Wellington IPMS
Adult  $35  $30 50 Lakewood Avenue
Junior  $20  $15 Churton Park
Student  $20  $15 Wellington 6037
Pensioner  $20  $15
Out of Town  $20  $15 sholgate@orcon.net.nz
Associate  $20  $15

If paying by direct credit
* Name(s) of other family member(s) Bank Account ANZ 06-0565-0063471-02

Reference Your Name
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